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Mindstorms Seymour A. Papert 2020-10-06 In this revolutionary book, a
Gödel, Escher, Bach Douglas R. Hofstadter 2000 'What is a self and how

renowned computer scientist explains the importance of teaching children

can a self come out of inanimate matter?' This is the riddle that drove

the basics of computing and how it can prepare them to succeed in the

Douglas Hofstadter to write this extraordinary book. In order to impart his

ever-evolving tech world. Computers have completely changed the way we

original and personal view on the core mystery of human existence - our

teach children. We have Mindstorms to thank for that. In this book,

intangible sensation of 'I'-ness - Hofstadter defines the playful yet

pioneering computer scientist Seymour Papert uses the invention of

seemingly paradoxical notion of 'strange loop', and explicates this idea

LOGO, the first child-friendly programming language, to make the case for

using analogies from many disciplines.

the value of teaching children with computers. Papert argues that children

Brain Candy Julie Beer 2019-10-08 Unwrap 500 fascinating knowledge

are more than capable of mastering computers, and that teaching

nuggets about all kinds of topics to boost your brainpower in this

computational processes like de-bugging in the classroom can change the

delectable little fact book. Let's start with a million. A million days ago, the

way we learn everything else. He also shows that schools saturated with

first Olympics took place in ancient Greece. If you live a million hours,

technology can actually improve socialization and interaction among

you'll be 114 years old. And how many ants equal the weight of one

students and between students and teachers. Technology changes every

average human? That's right, a million. Open the candy cover and take a

day, but the basic ways that computers can help us learn remain. For

deep and delicious dive into numbers, fun facts, and cool trivia on all kinds

thousands of teachers and parents who have sought creative ways to help

of topics. It's a novel approach to feeding kids tantalising titbits about the

children learn with computers, Mindstorms is their bible.

world and is sure to be an addictive addition to the bookshelves of Weird

Brain Candy Garth Sundem 2010 The bestselling author of "Geek Logik"

But True! and Just Joking fans.

delivers a joyous, tongue-in-cheek romp through the miscellany of the

Megaballs Erin Noelle 2016-10-23 I've got 99 problems but money ain't

mind, composed of short, snappy brain science essays, challenging

one. Though a sister with cotton candy for brains, a spatula-wielding six-

puzzles, and fun factoids.

year-old niece with a British accent, and the mysterious businessman who

Anthropic Bias Nick Bostrom 2013-10-11 Anthropic Bias explores how to

left me that damn ticket are all currently vying for the top spot. When I

reason when you suspect that your evidence is biased by "observation

became the sole winner of a $270 million Megaball jackpot, thanks to a

selection effects"--that is, evidence that has been filtered by the

sexy stranger who left a lottery ticket instead of paying for his meal, my

precondition that there be some suitably positioned observer to "have" the

entire world flipped upside-down. Now, with money-sucking vultures,

evidence. This conundrum--sometimes alluded to as "the anthropic

douchebags by the dozens, and a horde of total hotties just waiting to get

principle," "self-locating belief," or "indexical information"--turns out to be a

their mangy paws on my newfound fortune, I set out to locate the man

surprisingly perplexing and intellectually stimulating challenge, one

who gifted me the winning ticket--to properly thank him. However, when I

abounding with important implications for many areas in science and

finally find the cocky, self-absorbed business tycoon, Teague Goodman,

philosophy. There are the philosophical thought experiments and

I'm not sure whether I want to slap him... or ring his MEGABALLS.

paradoxes: the Doomsday Argument; Sleeping Beauty; the Presumptuous
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Philosopher; Adam & Eve; the Absent-Minded Driver; the Shooting Room.

happily in these pages as they do in their natural habitat of the geek brain.

And there are the applications in contemporary science: cosmology ("How

In short, dear geek, here you’ll find everything you need to achieve

many universes are there?", "Why does the universe appear fine-tuned for

nirvana. And here, for you pathetic nongeeks, is the last chance to save

life?"); evolutionary theory ("How improbable was the evolution of

yourselves: Love this book, live this book, and you too can join us in the

intelligent life on our planet?"); the problem of time's arrow ("Can it be

experience of total world domination. • become a sudoku god • brew your

given a thermodynamic explanation?"); quantum physics ("How can the

own beer • build a laser beam • classify all living things • clone your pet •

many-worlds theory be tested?"); game-theory problems with imperfect

exorcise demons • find the world’s best corn mazes • grasp the theory of

recall ("How to model them?"); even traffic analysis ("Why is the 'next lane'

relativity • have sex on Second Life • injure a fish • join the Knights

faster?"). Anthropic Bias argues that the same principles are at work

Templar • kick ass with sweet martial-arts moves • learn ludicrous

across all these domains. And it offers a synthesis: a mathematically

emoticons • master the Ocarina of Time • pimp your cubicle • program a

explicit theory of observation selection effects that attempts to meet

remote control • quote He-Man and Che Guevara • solve fiendish logic

scientific needs while steering clear of philosophical paradox.

puzzles • touch Carl Sagan • unmask Linus Torvalds • visit Beaver Lick,

Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20 One day Sophie comes home

Kentucky • win bar bets • write your name in Elvish Join us or die, you

from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where

will. Begun, the Geek Wars have

does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a

The Conscious Mind David J. Chalmers 1996 Writing in a rigorous,

correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins

thought-provoking style, the author takes us on a far-reaching tour through

Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a

the philosophical ramifications of consciousness, offering provocative

complete and entertaining history of philosophy.

insights into the relationship between mind and brain.

Brain Trust Garth Sundem 2012-03-06 Blind Them…with SCIENCE! How

This Is Your Brain on Music Daniel J. Levitin 2006-08-03 In this

much better would your life be if you had an army of Nobel Laureates,

groundbreaking union of art and science, rocker-turned-neuroscientist

MacArthur ‘geniuses’ and National Medal of Science winners whispering

Daniel J. Levitin explores the connection between music—its performance,

tips in your ear about your body language, or how to resist that impulse

its composition, how we listen to it, why we enjoy it—and the human brain.

purchase you’ll regret tomorrow, or when to sell your car—or even helping

Taking on prominent thinkers who argue that music is nothing more than

you trick your spouse into doing the dishes? With this mighty little tome,

an evolutionary accident, Levitin poses that music is fundamental to our

you can have the next best thing--because Brain Trust is packed with bite-

species, perhaps even more so than language. Drawing on the latest

sized scientific wisdom on our everyday challenges, hand-delivered to you

research and on musical examples ranging from Mozart to Duke Ellington

direct from the galaxy’s biggest brains. Based entirely on interviews with

to Van Halen, he reveals: • How composers produce some of the most

an incredible lineup of luminaries from the fields of neuroscience,

pleasurable effects of listening to music by exploiting the way our brains

economics, anthropology, music, mathematics, and more, Brain Trust is

make sense of the world • Why we are so emotionally attached to the

full of cutting-edge science that’ll help you see the real world better—and

music we listened to as teenagers, whether it was Fleetwood Mac, U2, or

smarter. Discover: --what advanced math can teach you about getting all

Dr. Dre • That practice, rather than talent, is the driving force behind

your chores done today --how creating a ‘future self’ can help you shop

musical expertise • How those insidious little jingles (called earworms) get

smarter at the grocery store --what prairie voles can teach us about love --

stuck in our head A Los Angeles Times Book Award finalist, This Is Your

how the science of happiness can help you trick lawyers into doing charity

Brain on Music will attract readers of Oliver Sacks and David Byrne, as it

work --the components of gullibility, and how they can help you scam-proof

is an unprecedented, eye-opening investigation into an obsession at the

yourself --the secrets to building your very own army of cyborg beetles --

heart of human nature.

how memetic information can help you exploit altruism for good…or evil --

Rewire Your Brain John B. Arden, PhD 2010-03-22 How to rewire your

why eating for eight hours can help you lose weight --the behavioral

brain to improve virtually every aspect of your life-based on the latest

economics behind selling your junk for big bucks on eBay --how to get

research in neuroscience and psychology on neuroplasticity and evidence-

more plasure for less price …And much, much more.

based practices Not long ago, it was thought that the brain you were born

The Geeks' Guide to World Domination Garth Sundem 2009-03-10 TUNE

with was the brain you would die with, and that the brain cells you had at

IN. TURN ON. GEEK OUT. Sorry, beautiful people. These days, from

birth were the most you would ever possess. Your brain was thought to be

government to business to technology to Hollywood, geeks rule the world.

“hardwired” to function in predetermined ways. It turns out that's not true.

Finally, here’s the book no self-respecting geek can live without–a guide

Your brain is not hardwired, it's "softwired" by experience. This book

jam-packed with 314.1516 short entries both useful and fun. Science, pop-

shows you how you can rewire parts of the brain to feel more positive

culture trivia, paper airplanes, and pure geekish nostalgia coexist as

about your life, remain calm during stressful times, and improve your
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social relationships. Written by a leader in the field of Brain-Based

and what it means to—literally—come face-to-face with our ghosts, The

Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the parts of your brain that have

Paradox Hotel is another unforgettable speculative thrill ride from

been underactivated and calm down those areas that have been

acclaimed author Rob Hart.

hyperactivated so that you feel positive about your life and remain calm

When You Reach Me Rebecca Stead 2009-07-14 "Like A Wrinkle in Time

during stressful times. You will also learn to improve your memory, boost

(Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far surpasses the usual

your mood, have better relationships, and get a good night sleep. Reveals

whodunit or sci-fi adventure to become an incandescent exploration of 'life,

how cutting-edge developments in neuroscience, and evidence-based

death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post This Newbery

practices can be used to improve your everyday life Other titles by Dr.

Medal winner that has been called "smart and mesmerizing," (The New

Arden include: Brain-Based Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based Therapy-Child,

York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers

Improving Your Memory For Dummies and Heal Your Anxiety Workbook

of all types, especially those who are looking for a thought-provoking

Dr. Arden is a leader in integrating the new developments in neuroscience

mystery with a mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her best

with psychotherapy and Director of Training in Mental Health for Kaiser

friend, sixth grader Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes, and she

Permanente for the Northern California Region Explaining exciting new

doesn’t know what to do. The notes tell her that she must write a letter—a

developments in neuroscience and their applications to daily living, Rewire

true story, and that she can’t share her mission with anyone. It would be

Your Brain will guide you through the process of changing your brain so

easy to ignore the strange messages, except that whoever is leaving them

you can change your life and be free of self-imposed limitations.

has an uncanny ability to predict the future. If that is the case, then

Perplexing Puzzles and Tantalizing Teasers Martin Gardner 1988 Combines

Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that someone is

two previously published works, resulting in ninety-three brain-teasing

going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston

puzzles, riddles, and questions with an emphasis on humor.

Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and

Complexity Mitchell M. Waldrop 1993-09-01 A look at the rebellious

Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild Selection

thinkers who are challenging old ideas with their insights into the ways

"Absorbing." —People "Readers ... are likely to find themselves chewing

countless elements of complex systems interact to produce spontaneous

over the details of this superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall

order out of confusion

Street Journal "Lovely and almost impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia

The Paradox Hotel Rob Hart 2022-02-22 “Time travel, murder, corruption,

Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers studying Miranda's story as many

restless baby dinosaurs, and a snarky robot named Ruby collide in this

times as she's read L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the

excellent, noir-inflected, humor-infused, science-fiction thriller.”—The

provocative questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred review

Boston Globe An impossible crime. A detective on the edge of madness.

A Brief History of the Paradox Roy Sorensen 2003-12-04 Can God create

The future of time travel at stake. From the author of The Warehouse . . .

a stone too heavy for him to lift? Can time have a beginning? Which came

January Cole’s job just got a whole lot harder. Not that running security at

first, the chicken or the egg? Riddles, paradoxes, conundrums--for

the Paradox was ever really easy. Nothing’s simple at a hotel where the

millennia the human mind has found such knotty logical problems both

ultra-wealthy tourists arrive costumed for a dozen different time periods, all

perplexing and irresistible. Now Roy Sorensen offers the first narrative

eagerly waiting to catch their “flights” to the past. Or where proximity to

history of paradoxes, a fascinating and eye-opening account that extends

the timeport makes the clocks run backward on occasion—and, rumor has

from the ancient Greeks, through the Middle Ages, the Enlightenment, and

it, allows ghosts to stroll the halls. None of that compares to the corpse in

into the twentieth century. When Augustine asked what God was doing

room 526. The one that seems to be both there and not there. The one

before He made the world, he was told: "Preparing hell for people who ask

that somehow only January can see. On top of that, some very important

questions like that." A Brief History of the Paradox takes a close look at

new guests have just checked in. Because the U.S. government is about

"questions like that" and the philosophers who have asked them,

to privatize time-travel technology—and the world’s most powerful people

beginning with the folk riddles that inspired Anaximander to erect the first

are on hand to stake their claims. January is sure the timing isn’t a

metaphysical system and ending with such thinkers as Lewis Carroll,

coincidence. Neither are those “accidents” that start stalking their bidders.

Ludwig Wittgenstein, and W.V. Quine. Organized chronologically, the book

There’s a reason January can glimpse what others can’t. A reason why

is divided into twenty-four chapters, each of which pairs a philosopher with

she’s the only one who can catch a killer who’s operating invisibly and in

a major paradox, allowing for extended consideration and putting a human

plain sight, all at once. But her ability is also destroying her grip on

face on the strategies that have been taken toward these puzzles.

reality—and as her past, present, and future collide, she finds herself

Readers get to follow the minds of Zeno, Socrates, Aquinas, Ockham,

confronting not just the hotel’s dark secrets but her own. At once a

Pascal, Kant, Hegel, and many other major philosophers deep inside the

dazzlingly time-twisting murder mystery and a story about grief, memory,

tangles of paradox, looking for, and sometimes finding, a way out. Filled
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with illuminating anecdotes and vividly written, A Brief History of the

man's symbols as they appear on both the conscious and subconscious

Paradox will appeal to anyone who finds trying to answer unanswerable

level

questions a paradoxically pleasant endeavor.

The Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains Nicholas Carr

The Brain That Changes Itself Norman Doidge 2007-03-15 “Fascinating.

2020-03-03 New York Times bestseller • Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize

Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless

“This is a book to shake up the world.” —Ann Patchett Nicholas Carr’s

adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man

bestseller The Shallows has become a foundational book in one of the

Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to

most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the internet’s bounties,

change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain

are we sacrificing our ability to read and think deeply? This 10th-

science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called

anniversary edition includes a new afterword that brings the story up to

neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human

date, with a deep examination of the cognitive and behavioral effects of

brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your

smartphones and social media.

brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet

How Would You Move Mount Fuji? William Poundstone 2003-05-01 For

both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing powers,

years, Microsoft and other high-tech companies have been posing riddles

and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental

and logic puzzles like these in their notoriously grueling job interviews.

limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We

Now "puzzle interviews" have become a hot new trend in hiring. From Wall

see a woman born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole,

Street to Silicon Valley, employers are using tough and tricky questions to

blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging

gauge job candidates' intelligence, imagination, and problem-solving ability

brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral

-- qualities needed to survive in today's hypercompetitive global

palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders

marketplace. For the first time, William Poundstone reveals the toughest

successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these

questions used at Microsoft and other Fortune 500 companies -- and

marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex,

supplies the answers. He traces the rise and controversial fall of employer-

culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving,

mandated IQ tests, the peculiar obsessions of Bill Gates (who plays jigsaw

inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains,

puzzles as a competitive sport), the sadistic mind games of Wall Street

human nature, and human potential.

(which reportedly led one job seeker to smash a forty-third-story window),

Game Theory, Alive Anna R. Karlin 2017-04-27 We live in a highly

and the bizarre excesses of today's hiring managers (who may start off

connected world with multiple self-interested agents interacting and myriad

your interview with a box of Legos or a game of virtual Russian roulette).

opportunities for conflict and cooperation. The goal of game theory is to

How Would You Move Mount Fuji? is an indispensable book for anyone in

understand these opportunities. This book presents a rigorous introduction

business. Managers seeking the most talented employees will learn to

to the mathematics of game theory without losing sight of the joy of the

incorporate puzzle interviews in their search for the top candidates. Job

subject. This is done by focusing on theoretical highlights (e.g., at least six

seekers will discover how to tackle even the most brain-busting questions,

Nobel Prize winning results are developed from scratch) and by presenting

and gain the advantage that could win the job of a lifetime. And anyone

exciting connections of game theory to other fields such as computer

who has ever dreamed of going up against the best minds in business

science (algorithmic game theory), economics (auctions and matching

may discover that these puzzles are simply a lot of fun. Why are beer

markets), social choice (voting theory), biology (signaling and evolutionary

cans tapered on the end, anyway?

stability), and learning theory. Both classical topics, such as zero-sum

The Skeptics' Guide to the Universe Dr. Steven Novella 2018-10-02 An all-

games, and modern topics, such as sponsored search auctions, are

encompassing guide to skeptical thinking from podcast host and academic

covered. Along the way, beautiful mathematical tools used in game theory

neurologist at Yale University School of Medicine Steven Novella and his

are introduced, including convexity, fixed-point theorems, and probabilistic

SGU co-hosts, which Richard Wiseman calls "the perfect primer for

arguments. The book is appropriate for a first course in game theory at

anyone who wants to separate fact from fiction." It is intimidating to realize

either the undergraduate or graduate level, whether in mathematics,

that we live in a world overflowing with misinformation, bias, myths,

economics, computer science, or statistics. The importance of game-

deception, and flawed knowledge. There really are no ultimate authority

theoretic thinking transcends the academic setting—for every action we

figures-no one has the secret, and there is no place to look up the

take, we must consider not only its direct effects, but also how it influences

definitive answers to our questions (not even Google). Luckily, The

the incentives of others.

Skeptic's Guide to the Universe is your map through this maze of modern

Man and His Symbols Carl Gustav Jung 1964 Explores Jung's

life. Here Dr. Steven Novella-along with Bob Novella, Cara Santa Maria,

psychological concepts regarding the nature, function and importance of

Jay Novella, and Evan Bernstein-will explain the tenets of skeptical
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thinking and debunk some of the biggest scientific myths, fallacies, and

the Great simplycut the knot with his sword. He went on to conquer most

conspiracy theories-from anti-vaccines to homeopathy, UFO sightings to N-

of Asia, eventually reaching as far east as Northern India. Cut the Knot is

rays. You'll learn the difference between science and pseudoscience,

a book of probability riddles curated to challenge the mind andexpand

essential critical thinking skills, ways to discuss conspiracy theories with

mathematical and logical thinking skills. First housed on cut-the-knot.org,

that crazy co- worker of yours, and how to combat sloppy reasoning, bad

these puzzles and their solutions represent the efforts of great minds

arguments, and superstitious thinking. So are you ready to join them on an

around theworld. Follow along as Alexander Bogomolny presents these

epic scientific quest, one that has taken us from huddling in dark caves to

selected riddles bytopical progression. Try them for yourself before reading

setting foot on the moon? (Yes, we really did that.) DON'T PANIC! With

their solutions. Just like itwas for Alexander the Great, the non-trivial,

The Skeptic's Guide to the Universe, we can do this together. "Thorough,

unexpected solution might be exactlythe one you need.

informative, and enlightening, The Skeptic's Guide to the Universe

The Willpower Instinct Kelly McGonigal 2013-12-31 Based on Stanford

inoculates you against the frailties and shortcomings of human cognition. If

University psychologist Kelly McGonigal's wildly popular course "The

this book does not become required reading for us all, we may well see

Science of Willpower," The Willpower Instinct is the first book to explain

modern civilization unravel before our eyes." -- Neil deGrasse Tyson "In

the science of self-control and how it can be harnessed to improve our

this age of real and fake information, your ability to reason, to think in

health, happiness, and productivity. Informed by the latest research and

scientifically skeptical fashion, is the most important skill you can have.

combining cutting-edge insights from psychology, economics,

Read The Skeptics' Guide Universe; get better at reasoning. And if this

neuroscience, and medicine, The Willpower Instinct explains exactly what

claim about the importance of reason is wrong, The Skeptics' Guide will

willpower is, how it works, and why it matters. For example, readers will

help you figure that out, too." -- Bill Nye

learn: • Willpower is a mind-body response, not a virtue. It is a biological

Infinity and the Mind Rudy Rucker 2019-07-23 A dynamic exploration of

function that can be improved through mindfulness, exercise, nutrition, and

infinity In Infinity and the Mind, Rudy Rucker leads an excursion to that

sleep. • Willpower is not an unlimited resource. Too much self-control can

stretch of the universe he calls the “Mindscape,” where he explores

actually be bad for your health. • Temptation and stress hijack the brain's

infinity in all its forms: potential and actual, mathematical and physical,

systems of self-control, but the brain can be trained for greater willpower •

theological and mundane. Using cartoons, puzzles, and quotations to

Guilt and shame over your setbacks lead to giving in again, but self-

enliven his text, Rucker acquaints us with staggeringly advanced levels of

forgiveness and self-compassion boost self-control. • Giving up control is

infinity, delves into the depths beneath daily awareness, and explains Kurt

sometimes the only way to gain self-control. • Willpower failures are

Gödel’s belief in the possibility of robot consciousness. In the realm of

contagious—you can catch the desire to overspend or overeat from your

infinity, mathematics, science, and logic merge with the fantastic. By

friends—but you can also catch self-control from the right role models. In

closely examining the paradoxes that arise, we gain profound insights into

the groundbreaking tradition of Getting Things Done, The Willpower

the human mind, its powers, and its limitations. This Princeton Science

Instinct combines life-changing prescriptive advice and complementary

Library edition includes a new preface by the author.

exercises to help readers with goals ranging from losing weight to more

The Language Instinct Steven Pinker 2010-12-14 The classic book on the

patient parenting, less procrastination, better health, and greater

development of human language by the world’s leading expert on

productivity at work.

language and the mind. In this classic, the world's expert on language and

Time Travel and Other Mathematical Bewilderments Martin Gardner

mind lucidly explains everything you always wanted to know about

2020-10-06 Martin Gardner's Mathematical Games columns in Scientific

language: how it works, how children learn it, how it changes, how the

American inspired and entertained several generations of mathematicians

brain computes it, and how it evolved. With deft use of examples of humor

and scientists. Gardner in his crystal-clear prose illuminated corners of

and wordplay, Steven Pinker weaves our vast knowledge of language into

mathematics, especially recreational mathematics, that most people had

a compelling story: language is a human instinct, wired into our brains by

no idea existed. His playful spirit and inquisitive nature invite the reader

evolution. The Language Instinct received the William James Book Prize

into an exploration of beautiful mathematical ideas along with him. These

from the American Psychological Association and the Public Interest

columns were both a revelation and a gift when he wrote them; no one--

Award from the Linguistics Society of America. This edition includes an

before Gardner--had written about mathematics like this. They continue to

update on advances in the science of language since The Language

be a marvel. This is the original 1988 edition and contains columns

Instinct was first published.

published from 1974-1976.

Cut the Knot Alexander Bogomolny 2020-11-17 He who untied the

Play Among Books Miro Roman 2021-12-06 How does coding change the

Gordian knot would rule all of Asia So goes the legend of the tricky knot of

way we think about architecture? This question opens up an important

Gordius, king of Phrygia.Many had tried; many had failed, but Alexander

research perspective. In this book, Miro Roman and his AI Alice_ch3n81
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develop a playful scenario in which they propose coding as the new

sciences, Schwartz makes the counter intuitive case that eliminating

literacy of information. They convey knowledge in the form of a project

choices can greatly reduce the stress, anxiety, and busyness of our lives.

model that links the fields of architecture and information through two

He offers eleven practical steps on how to limit choices to a manageable

interwoven narrative strands in an “infinite flow” of real books. Focusing

number, have the discipline to focus on those that are important and

on the intersection of information technology and architectural formulation,

ignore the rest, and ultimately derive greater satisfaction from the choices

the authors create an evolving intellectual reflection on digital architecture

you have to make.

and computer science.

Candy Cane - an Oz Christmas Tale Roger Baum 2010-11-30 An Oz

Your Daily Brain Marbles: The Brain Store 2015-08-18 Want to stop losing

Christmas Story Dorothy and Santa want to solve the problem of broken

your car keys? Will a creative idea into existence? Have more productive

candy canes left over from the holiday season. It takes the imagination

arguments with your spouse? In Your Daily Brain, the team behind

and work of Dorothy, Santa, Toto and some new Oz friends to save the

Marbles: The Brain Store, a chain devoted to building better brains, shows

candy canes. Along the way, you'll meet Mr. Yumkin, the Emerald City's

you all the weird and wonderful ways your brain works throughout the

candy store owner, the Sugar Plum Fairies, the China Doll Princess and

day—even when you think it’s not working at all, like when you’re on the

others in this magical holiday adventure.

treadmill or picking the kids up from school. Consider this book a wake-up

Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Character Garth Sundem 2017-01-10 A

call, a chance to take a closer look at and jump start your brain. From the

follow-up to the popular Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Change, this

minute your alarm clock buzzes in the morning until your head hits the

inspiring sequel spans the globe again with true accounts of ordinary kids

pillow at night, your daily activities—everything from doing a crossword

showing extraordinary character. Thirty short inspirational stories are

puzzle to parallel parking—are part of a process for how you evaluate the

divided into six character traits (courage, creativity, kindness, persistence,

world, make choices and decisions, and reach short-term goals while

resilience, and responsibility), and feature kids facing adversity from

keeping your eyes on the bigger ones. In each, you have the opportunity

bullying in an American middle school to surviving persecution in the war-

to use your brain for better or worse, whether it’s what to listen to you on

torn streets of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Readers will see

your morning commute or avoiding mental traps at the grocery store.

how every choice they make is a chance to build character and show the

Packed with information as well as useful tips and tricks, Your Daily Brain

world who they really are. Available online: Free Leader’s Guide at

is the brain hack you’ve been looking for!

freespirit.com/leader

The Paradox of Choice Barry Schwartz 2009-10-13 Whether we're buying

An Anthropologist on Mars Oliver Sacks 2012-11-14 To these seven

a pair of jeans, ordering a cup of coffee, selecting a long-distance carrier,

narratives of neurological disorder Dr. Sacks brings the same humanity,

applying to college, choosing a doctor, or setting up a 401(k), everyday

poetic observation, and infectious sense of wonder that are apparent in his

decisions—both big and small—have become increasingly complex due to

bestsellers Awakenings and The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat.

the overwhelming abundance of choice with which we are presented. As

These men, women, and one extraordinary child emerge as brilliantly

Americans, we assume that more choice means better options and greater

adaptive personalities, whose conditions have not so much debilitated

satisfaction. But beware of excessive choice: choice overload can make

them as ushered them into another reality.

you question the decisions you make before you even make them, it can

Geek Logik Garth Sundem 2006-01-01 Here for the geek in all of us are

set you up for unrealistically high expectations, and it can make you blame

fifty foolproof equations that take the guesswork out of lifeÑand the

yourself for any and all failures. In the long run, this can lead to decision-

funniest twist on an idea since Richard SmithÕs The DieterÕs Guide to

making paralysis, anxiety, and perpetual stress. And, in a culture that tells

Weight Loss During Sex. Call it the algebra oracle: By plugging in the right

us that there is no excuse for falling short of perfection when your options

variables, GEEK LOGIK answers lifeÕs most persistent questions. It

are limitless, too much choice can lead to clinical depression. In The

covers Dating and Romance, Career and Finance, and everyday decisions

Paradox of Choice, Barry Schwartz explains at what point choice—the

like Should I get a tattoo? Can I still wear tight jeans? Is it time to see a

hallmark of individual freedom and self-determination that we so

therapist? How many beers should I have at the company picnic? How

cherish—becomes detrimental to our psychological and emotional well-

does it work? Take a simple issue that comes up once or twice a week:

being. In accessible, engaging, and anecdotal prose, Schwartz shows how

Should I call in sick? Fill in the variables honestly, such as D for doctorÕs

the dramatic explosion in choice—from the mundane to the profound

note (enter 1 for Òno,Ó 10 for Òyes,Ó and 5 for Òyes, but itÕs a

challenges of balancing career, family, and individual needs—has

forgeryÓ), R for importance of job(1-10, with 10 being Òpersonally

paradoxically become a problem instead of a solution. Schwartz also

responsible for EarthÕs orbit around SunÓ), Fj for how much fun you have

shows how our obsession with choice encourages us to seek that which

at work (1-10, with 10 being Òpersonal trainer for underwear modelsÓ), N

makes us feel worse. By synthesizing current research in the social

for how much you need the money (1-10, with 10 being ÒI owe the
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mobÓ), then do the math, and voilÑif the product, Hooky, is greater than

stubbornness to help others and do extraordinary things. As young readers

1, enjoy your very own Ferris BuellerÕs Day Off. Includes a pocket

meet these boys and girls from around the world, they may wonder, “What

calculator so that prospective geeks can immediately solve the equation

kind of hero lives inside of me?”

on the back cover: Should I buy this book?

Phantoms in the Brain V. S. Ramachandran 1999-08-18 Neuroscientist

Society Of Mind Marvin Minsky 1988-03-15 An authority on artificial

V.S. Ramachandran is internationally renowned for uncovering answers to

intelligence introduces a theory that explores the workings of the human

the deep and quirky questions of human nature that few scientists have

mind and the mysteries of thought

dared to address. His bold insights about the brain are matched only by

536 Puzzles and Curious Problems Henry E. Dudeney 2016-08-17 This

the stunning simplicity of his experiments -- using such low-tech tools as

compilation of long-inaccessible puzzles by a famous puzzle master offers

cotton swabs, glasses of water and dime-store mirrors. In Phantoms in the

challenges ranging from arithmetical and algebraical problems to those

Brain, Dr. Ramachandran recounts how his work with patients who have

involving geometry, combinatorics, and topology, plus game, domino, and

bizarre neurological disorders has shed new light on the deep architecture

match puzzles. Includes answers.

of the brain, and what these findings tell us about who we are, how we

Beyond IQ Garth Sundem 2014 Draws on the latest scientific research to

construct our body image, why we laugh or become depressed, why we

explain how to improve cognitive abilities in such areas as creativity,

may believe in God, how we make decisions, deceive ourselves and

memory, intuition, multitasking, and emotional insight.

dream, perhaps even why we're so clever at philosophy, music and art.

Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Change Garth Sundem 2014-11-17 Eleven-

Some of his most notable cases: A woman paralyzed on the left side of

year-old Tilly saved lives in Thailand by warning people that a tsunami

her body who believes she is lifting a tray of drinks with both hands offers

was coming. Fifteen-year-old Malika fought against segregation in her

a unique opportunity to test Freud's theory of denial. A man who insists he

Alabama town. Ten-year-old Jean-Dominic won a battle against

is talking with God challenges us to ask: Could we be "wired" for religious

pesticides—and the cancer they caused in his body. Six-year-old Ryan

experience? A woman who hallucinates cartoon characters illustrates how,

raised $800,000 to drill water wells in Africa. And twelve-year-old Haruka

in a sense, we are all hallucinating, all the time. Dr. Ramachandran's

invented a new environmentally friendly way to scoop dog poop. With the

inspired medical detective work pushes the boundaries of medicine's last

right role models, any child can be a hero. Thirty true stories profile kids

great frontier -- the human mind -- yielding new and provocative insights

who used their heads, their hearts, their courage, and sometimes their

into the "big questions" about consciousness and the self.
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